
 
The Force Repents  
By Phil Price  
A Short drama illustrating how repentance means changing your ways by asking 
what would happen if Lord Vader replaced Lord Sugar on the apprentice. Inspired by 
Luke 3:7-14 
 
 
SE: The apprentice theme tune. 

(Tom Dick and Harry are sitting on 3 seats next to a receptionist’s desk. The 
receptionist is typing when her phone rings) 

Receptionist: (picking up phone) Yes I’ll send them through. (hangs up and 
addresses Tom, Dick and Harry) Lord Vader will see you now. 
(Tom Dick and Harry cross the stage and sit on 3 seats which facing a desk with an 
empty chair. Vader enters. Tom Dick and Harry stand up. Vader takes his seat and 

the others sit down). 
Vader: Team, I gave you one simple task. Create a planet sized space station with 
enough fire power to blow up a planet. You left an exhaust pipe poking out of the 
satellite which the rebel alliance were able to fire two proton torpedoes into and 
destroy the station. We are here to decide whose fault this fiasco was. Tom and 
Dick, you were joint project leaders on this task, and you have decided to bring Harry 
back into the board room with you today. Why? 
Tom: When we met to discuss our plan for the project Harry shared that he had a 
PHD in astrophysics and engineering. I felt that as someone with those qualifications 
he should have spotted the blatant flaw in his design and put the exhaust pipe in a 
far less accessible location.  
Vader: Harry what have you got to say for yourself 
Harry: I was the one who came up with the plan for the death star. I was the one 
who came up with the weaponry that was powerful enough to destroy Alderaan  
Dick: But to make the weaponry powerful enough you had to make an exhaust pipe 
big enough for an X-wing to fly down. You should have seen that! 
Harry: Well you and Tom could have spotted the flaw as well, if you have been there  
Vader: So Tom and Dick weren’t with you when you finalised the plans. Where were 
you Tom? 
Tom: ….er… we were meeting with some wookies. They said that they could get us 
some cheap spare Tie-fighter parts.  



Dick: I found them on the internet! 
Harry: and you had to spend 4 hours with them discussing these tie-fighter parts.  
Dick: It was a delicate negotiation  
Harry: In the pub! 
Tom: We had to meet them in the pub it’s where they were comfortable 
Harry: For Four hours! 
Vader: I’ve had enough of this. Tom and Dick. It seems obvious to me that you both 
skived off the task in order to go to the pub, leaving Harry to fend for himself in 
creating a complex piece of astro-engineering. Harry, you were effectively left on 
your own to do the task, but you created an exhaust pipe that was big enough to 
allow enemy fighters to fly down. Not only that but you made the exhaust pipe one 
big straight line so that it was easy for them to fire the missiles into the heart of the 
Death Star. For that reason you are fired. 
Harry: Thankyou Lord Vader (leaves in floods of tears).  
Vader: Tom and Dick, you were lucky this time. If I find you skiving off tasks to go to 
the pub again that’s the end of you, understand.  
Tom: Yes Lord Vader, Sorry Lord Vader 
Dick: Yes Lord Vader, Sorry Lord Vader 
Vader: You had better be, the emperor is not as forgiving as me. Now get out of my 
sight.  

(Vader sits down and Tom and Dick return to the seats that they were sitting in 
opposite the receptionist). 

Receptionist: One week later 
SE: Phone ringing 
Receptionist: (picking up the phone) Hello, yes I’ll send them right through. (to Tom 
and Dick) Lord Vader will see you now. 

(Tom and Dick nervously return to their seats opposite Vader). 
Vader: Team, I gave you one simple task. Protect our base on the Forrest moon of 
Endor. The base was overrun with Ewoks. We are here to decide whose fault this 
fiasco was. Tom you were project leader on this task, and you have decided to bring 
Dick back into the board room with you today. Why? 
Tom: Because Dick was the one who opened the door to the power generator when 
the rebel alliance pressed the doorbell pretending to be a storm trooper. 
Vader: Dick, what have you got to say about this? 
Dick: I was only on the door because we didn’t have enough people to man the door 
and the check point outside. 



Vader: And why was that Dick 
Dick: Because Tom was down the pub with the wookies 
Tom: I….I… I… 
Vader: That’s enough. Tom and Dick. In the last task you both skived off to go to the 
pub. Last week I told you to never do that again. You both said that you were sorry. 
Dick, you said sorry and you changed your ways. Tom, you said sorry and then 
continued to do exactly the same thing in exactly the same way. For that reason, 
Tom, you’re fired.  
Tom: Thank you Lord Vader(exists) 
Vader:(Turning to Dick) Dick you’re hired.  
 


